
When you choose a glass shower enclosure, you’re 

making a commitment to the beauty of your bathroom. 

See why choosing the right shower glass can help you 

enjoy that beauty longer. 

true beauty
StaNDS tHe teSt 
OF tIMe.

ppgclarvIStaglaSS.cOM
1-888-ppg-glaS

A PPG Industries Product

The lasting beauty of Clarvista glass.
It has a coating, fused to the glass, sealing the 

glass surface to provide a protective barrier.  

Which is why, with regular maintenance, shower 

enclosures built with any of the available varieties 

of Clarvista glass can keep their “like new” look 

longer. Take a look inside and see what makes 

Clarvista glass different – and why it should be the 

only glass you consider for your shower enclosure. 
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SURfACE of
CLARVISTA GLASS

SURfACE of
LEAdInG ComPETIToR

SURfACE of
UnTREATEd CLEAR GLASS

(A)  CLARVISTA
TEmPEREd SHoWER GLASS
Haze after testing <1%

(B)  LEAdInG ComPETIToR’S
TEmPEREd SHoWER GLASS
Haze after testing 12%

note: Haze is a scientific measure of glass clarity. The lower the haze measure, the clearer your glass appears.

NOt all glaSS  
IS aS SMOOtH  
aS glaSS.
You can’t tell by looking at it, or even by touching it, but glass 

is a surprisingly porous material at the microscopic level. 

Repeated exposure to the kind of heat, humidity and cleaning 

products that you’d find in a bathroom can cause corrosion. 

This corrosion can cause ordinary glass to change appearance 

–making your glass shower look cloudy. Even some products 

designed to guard against this corrosion still degrade over time.

clarvista glass IS DIFFereNt. It has a coating, fused 

to the glass, sealing the glass surface to provide a protective 

barrier. The coating withstands the high temperatures required 

to thermally temper (strengthen) glass to meet safety codes for 

shower enclosures. Which is why, with regular maintenance, 

shower enclosures built with any of the available varieties of 

Clarvista glass can keep their “like new” look longer.

normal uncoated glass, and even the leading coated 

shower glass, is susceptible to corrosion. And corrosion 

can make your shower enclosure look dull over time. The 

true beauty of the tough, smooth surface of Clarvista glass 

becomes apparent in its ability to resist the corrosive action 

of moisture, humidity and the chemicals found in many 

household cleaners. It has proven itself in the lab, and it 

will do so in your shower. So, with regular maintenance, 

your shower looks newer, longer. And that is a beautiful 

reason to choose Clarvista glass.

tHe beauty OF clarvista glass

To help you get a better look at the real beauty of Clarvista 

glass, we conducted accelerated heat and humidity testing to 

amplify the stresses a shower enclosure could endure. We put 

Clarvista glass up against ordinary uncoated clear glass and 

the leading shower enclosure glass. 

After only 175 hours, tempered uncoated clear glass started to 

show signs of corrosion, and was significantly corroded at the 

end of the test. 

As you can see from the photographs, tempered Clarvista glass 

looks like new. In fact, Clarvista glass has stood up to rigorous 

scratch and chemical resistance tests followed by 1,000 

hours of exposure to accelerated heat and humidity tests in a 

corrosive environment. And the real beauty of Clarvista glass 

keeps shining through. 

Using powerful microscopic scanning technology, you can see how     

the surface of Clarvista Glass is much smoother than the surface 

of clear glass and even the surface of other leading shower glass 

products – especially after accelerated exposure testing. 

(C)  UnCoATEd CLEAR
       TEmPEREd SHoWER GLASS

Haze after testing 77%


